


Working on the land is hard yakka. When you’re out all day 
in the searing heat and harsh elements each job is a chore. 
Chores that are made easier with a Yamaha side-by-side 
vehicle. 

That’s because each model in our expanding range 
has been designed to offer an industry-leading level of 
capability, convenience and comfort to help you work 
smarter, not harder.

In order to achieve this, many of our SSVs blur the 
boundaries between recreation and utility. Because the 
features that make a high performance, off-road capable 
vehicle also make a great access all areas utility model. A 
trip to the back paddock was never so much fun. Because 
when the working week is done, the weekend adventures 
can begin…

But no matter what you use your Yamaha SSV for, Real 
World Tough reliability and long service intervals – backed 
by our 3 year warranty* – mean that your cost of ownership 
reduces the longer you enjoy your Yamaha.

Invest in a Real World Tough SSV. Work smarter, play harder.

*YXZ1000R SS SE sport and UMX utility models come with 12 month 

warranty.

WORK SMARTER, PLAY HARDER!





This incredible new four-seat 
powerhouse is designed to venture 
into terrain you never thought 
possible – with automotive-style 
comfort and confidence-boosting 
control.

Smooth power is produced by the 
class-leading new 999cc twin 
engine and push-button D-mode 
control with three drive settings – 
Sport, Trail and Crawl. The plush 
ride comes courtesy of long travel, 
high-performance Fox 2.0 QS3 
shocks. Automotive-style luxuries 
will be familiar to car drivers while 
XT-R paint, a factory-fitted Warn 
winch, colour-matched wheels and 
aggressive Maxxis tyres combine to 
offer a unique, sophisticated ride.

RMAX4 conquers the toughest 
terrain in comfort.

KEY FEATURES
Powerful and smooth 999cc twin

Unique three-position D-Mode switch

Fox® QS3 shock package – easy no-tool 
adjustment

2000 kg WARN VRX winch

Tough and grippy 29in Maxxis tyres

Speed management system

This all-new SSV blurs the 
boundaries between work and 
play. The versatile RMAX 2 exceeds 
performance expectations with 
its powerful 999cc engine, unique 
D-Mode feature with Sport, Trail, 
and Crawl modes, long travel Fox 
2.0 QS3 shock absorbers, exclusive 
Ultramatic® transmission and 
aggressive Maxxis tyres. And when 
play inevitably transitions to work, 
RMAX2 can handle the tough 
chores with long service intervals, 
an hydraulically-assisted tilt tray 
and factory-installed WARN winch.  

RMAX2. Why settle for second best 
when you can enjoy the best of 
both worlds? 

KEY FEATURES
Powerful and smooth 999 cc twin

Outstanding interior comfort and 
control facilities

Unique three-position D-Mode switch

Tough and Grippy 30in Maxxis tyres

Fox® QS3 shock package – with easy 
tool-free adjustment

2000 kg WARN VRX winch

Hydraulically assisted tilt tray

WOLVERINE RMAX4 1000 XT-R WOLVERINE RMAX2 1000 XT-R

Covert  
Green

Covert  
Green



Wolverine X4 brings trail exploring 
capability to the whole family with 
its four-seat layout and strong yet 
smooth power delivery.

Featuring a powerful and low 
vibration 847cc twin cylinder 
powerplant with drive-by-wire 
throttle, the Wolverine X4 shares 
performance technology with 
Yamaha’s class-leading sports 
bikes, for thrilling power on every 
ride.

Rear suspension features self-
levelling shocks – which means 
automatic adjustment for changes 
in vehicle and passenger loads to 
ensure ideal chassis performance 
with every ride.

X4 – The ultimate outdoor 
adventure partner with work-
ready functionality.

KEY FEATURES
Smooth and powerful 847cc twin-
cylinder powerplant

Speed Management System 

Advanced self-levelling rear shocks

Ultra-reliable Ultramatic® CVT with On-
Command® 2WD/4WD/4WD Diff-lock

Armour 
Grey

WOLVERINE X4
The Wolverine X2 XT-R features a 
range of refinements that further 
boost capability, confidence and 
comfort in rough terrain. The 
robust new chassis is kitted out 
in top-shelf XT-R trim including 
durable 27-inch radial tyres, a 
WARN® VRX 4500 winch, and 
high-quality painted body and 
graphics package with colour-
matched aluminium wheels.

Power is once again provided by 
the smooth 847cc twin cylinder 
engine and comfort provided by 
high back seating with plenty of 
legroom. X2 XT-R - when the going 
gets XT-Reme. 

KEY FEATURES
XT-R package includes tough 27in 
tyres, winch & aluminium wheels

Smooth and powerful 847cc  
twin-cylinder powerplant

Large capacity rear tip tray with a 
single lever tail gate

KYB piggyback gas shocks

Ultra-reliable Ultramatic® CVT with On-
Command® 2WD/4WD/4WD Diff-lock

27in Dirt Commander tyres

Speed management system

WOLVERINE X2 XT-R

Covert  
Green



Need more people for the 
job? Check out Viking VI that’s 
designed to access remote areas 
carrying up to six in comfort.

Both front and rear centre seats 
are offset and all have three-point 
seatbelts allowing for unmatched 
middle passenger comfort and 
convenience. 

As with the three-seater, Viking  
VI runs our Ultramatic  
On-Command® drive system 
with 2WD, 4WD and 4WD with 
Diff-lock, and is powered by a 
high-torque 686cc engine.

Get six of the best...

KEY FEATURES
Comfortable and spacious  
6-seat layout

Powerful, high-torque 686cc  
single-cylinder engine

Switchable On-Command®  
drive system - 2WD, 4WD and 4WD 
with Diff-lock

Electric Power Steering (EPS)  
for lighter handling

Walk-through floor for easy  
access from both sides

Steel  
Blue

VIKING VI
The Wolverine X2 provides a 
high level of capability, comfort 
and confidence with superior 
performance in tight technical 
terrain.

Power is provided by the smooth 
847cc twin cylinder engine and 
comfort by high back seating for 
two full-sized adults with plenty 
of legroom. There’s plenty of 
functionality with a hydraulically 
assisted tilt tray ready for tough 
work.

X2 – Makes daily chores fun.

Yamaha 
Blue

WOLVERINE X2

KEY FEATURES
Compact and nimble chassis and 
reduced turning circle

Smooth and powerful 847cc  
twin-cylinder powerplant

Large capacity rear tip tray with  
a single lever tail gate

KYB gas twin tube shocks

Ultra-reliable Ultramatic® CVT with On-
Command® 2WD/4WD/4WD Diff-lock

Speed management system



The three-seat Viking is equipped 
with our unique Ultramatic drive 
system with On Command 2WD, 
4WD and 4WD Diff Lock and 
downhill engine braking plus a 
reliable 686cc donk that pulls like 
an ox.

Viking enhancements include 
automotive-style two-stage 
door latches and a parking 
brake warning buzzer. Noise 
and vibration reduction features 
include new rubber damper 
plates, a more rigid chassis, 
additional sound dampening 
materials and an engine-mounted 
torque rod for a more relaxing 
ride at any engine RPM.

A reinforced rear steel cargo bed 
incorporates mounting points on 
the bed rails and a rubber cargo 
bed mat that reduces sound and 
vibration.

KEY FEATURES
Powerful, high-torque 686cc single-
cylinder engine

Switchable On-Command® drive system 
- 2WD, 4WD and 4WD with Diff-lock

Electric Power Steering (EPS) for lighter 
handling

VIKING III

Steel  
Blue

Copperhead 
Orange Metallic

VIKING III SE
Viking III is a true three-passenger 
machine that achieves driver and 
passenger comfort with a handhold, 
padded head rests, and three-point 
seat belts for all occupants. 

The superior seating position, 
adjustable driver’s seat, and an 
offset middle seat all provide 
unmatched comfort that riders 
will appreciate. Yamaha’s proven 
electric power steering technology 
further reduces fatigue and strain 
on the driver.

In addition to all the great Viking 
features, Viking III SE comes with 
high-quality painted bodywork, 
aluminium wheels, SE spec seats, 
overfenders, hard sun-top and 
under-seat storage.

KEY FEATURES
Special Edition colour scheme, SE 
seats, aluminium wheels, overfenders, 
underseat storage & hard sun-top

Powerful, high-torque 686cc single-
cylinder engine

Switchable On-Command® drive system 
- 2WD, 4WD and 4WD with Diff-lock

Electric Power Steering (EPS)



UMX offers the high levels of 
versatility, user-friendliness 
and durability demanded by 
professional operators. This 400cc 
petrol engine utility is designed 
to handle everything from site 
duties and light farming through to 
gardening, golf course maintenance 
and hotel chores.

With high wheels, a spacious 
cargo bed and front storage 
compartment, robust construction 
and light off-road capability, UMX 
is a productive addition to any 
workforce. The strong, stylish and 
compact utility vehicle is equipped 
to transport two people and their 
cargo quickly and effortlessly 
around farms, parks, factories and 
airports.

KEY FEATURES
Tough, stylish and compact design

Aluminium cargo bed

29-litre front storage box with one-touch 
opening

Skid plate for off-road protection

Wide tyres for on- and off-road use

Reflector type LED lights

Fitted standard with roof and windscreen

UMX UTILITY

Carbon 
Metallic



Powered by a torque-rich 998cc 
3-cylinder engine and featuring a 
high-tech chassis with long-travel 
suspension, the aggressive Yamaha 
YXZ1000R SS SE leads the sports 
SSV category.

Featuring a paddle shift sequential 
gearbox with next level performance 
and reliability, large terrain ripping 
tyres and a rear mounted radiator 
means you can go harder for longer. 

The SE model comes high-spec 
components including advanced 
FOX® 2.5 podium RC2 dual 
spring suspension, beadlock rims, 
enhanced underbody protection, 
high-spec interior controls, hard 
suntop and rear view mirror. 

Experience the next level.

KEY FEATURES
High-revving, high-output inline-triple 
998cc DOHC engine

Electric paddle shifting w/auto clutch

Launch control and auto down shift 

Rally-style sequential 5-speed YCC-S 
technology

On-Command® 2WD/4WD/4WD Diff-Lock

FOX® 2.5 podium RC2 dual spring 
suspension

TURBO-READY

YXZ1000R SS SE

Yamaha 
Black



Speed sensitive EPS – Electric Power Steering 
Found on: All EPS models
Yamaha speed sensitive EPS system greatly reduces the physical 
effort of steering while also dampening any steering kickback from 
bumps and rocks. The system is driven by a dedicated ECU, that 
measures steering input force versus tyre resistance and vehicle 
speed, which then provides appropriate power to the steering column 
through an electric motor. The process takes only milliseconds to 
calculate and engage, so the rider never knows that the EPS is 
activated, except to feel the comfort in controlling the machine.

On Command 2WD/4WD/4WD Diff Lock
Found on: All utility SSVs
Yamaha’s renowned On-Command 4WD system lets you switch 
between 2WD, limited-slip 4WD and a full diff-locked 4WD at the 
flip of a switch. Unlike auto gearbox systems that can change 
gear when you least expect, On-Command puts the driver in 
full control to make the most of available traction in any sort of 
terrain.

Ultramatic transmission
Found on: All Real World Tough utility SSVs
Yamaha’s Ultramatic automatic transmission is the industry’s 
most durable automatic CVT system. Power is transferred 
using adjustable sheaves and automatic centrifugal clutch 
maintains constant belt tension for reduced belt wear. The 
system also features a sprag clutch for all-wheel downhill 
engine braking.

Speed Management System
Found on: Wolverine X2 / X2 XT-R / X4 / RMAX4 1000 XT-R
Yamaha’s speed control system allows the operator to limit top 
speed to 40kmh. This is achieved with a removable key, so when 
extra control is necessary on the worksite, the speed can be 
limited and the key removed so the vehicle is unable to exceed 
40kmh. Use the key to return the vehicle to normal top speed 
when required.

Speed, Trail, Crawl Mode Switch
Found on: RMAX 1000 XT-R
One of the advantages of running our YCC-T (Yamaha Chip 
Controlled Throttle system) is it allows more control and 
flexibility over how performance is delivered. D-Mode power 
map technology is used on Yamaha’s high performance road 
and dirt bikes – and now on our SSV vehicles. A switch lets 
you choose how power is delivered depending on conditions 
and driving style. On the new RMAX XT-R you can select 
Speed for fast, open terrain, Trail for tight conditions and 
Crawl is a setting designed for climbing over rocks.

Foam oil filter
Found on: All utility SSVs
In order to combat harsh Aussie conditions and to keep your 
engine in prime condition, we fit foam oil filters to all our ATV 
and SSV products in AUS and NZ. Designed to keep the fine 
Aussie bull dust outside where it belongs.

Our Real World Tough SSVs are built for the harshest conditions and everything we spec is built to last. For example, we run marine 
grade watertight multi-pin electrical connectors that help prevent moisture getting in. Especially useful in rainy conditions or when 
crossing creeks.

Rugged composite front bumpers resist scratching and won’t rust, while injection-moulded fenders and CV joint guards protect 
against rock and debris damage. Full underbody skidplates protect the entire underside of our vehicles, from the front differential 
to the rear gear case - with convenient service points to access fluid drain locations without removing the guards. These tough 
features are added to bulletproof powerplants and drivetrains that offer years of trouble-free service. 

Plus our SSVs are built to Yamaha’s exacting quality control. All factors that make our three-year warranty a no brainer.

*YXZ1000R SS SE sport and UMX utility models come with 12 month warranty.

THREE YEAR WARRANTY



Spare Tyre Mounts. Allows the transport 
of a spare tyre and wheel for long rides or 
rough terrain to give you peace of mind 

that you’ve got a back-up if needed.

Cargo Boxes. Heavy-duty, durable cargo boxes 
allow you to take along your essentials. With 37L 
front capacity and 66L rear capacity, they have all 

your storage needs met. Front and rear cargo boxes 
sold separately.

Pro Vantage Winch and Mounting Kit. A real 
workhorse. Built with premium components and 

2500lb of pulling capacity makes it ideal for 
recovering stuck SSVs or pulling heavy loads on 
the work site. Sold separately unless indicated.

Gun Boot Mount. This powder-coated steel 
Gun Boot Mount is the convenient way to 
secure your gun boot. Compatible with 

accessory Yamaha Gun Boot and Deluxe Gun 
Boot. Both sold separately.

Front Skid Plate for RMAX. Protect the 
front drive components of your RMAX 
with this stylish aluminium/steel skid 

plate.

Cargo Bed Box for Wolverine. Approx 18L of 
cargo capacity, constructed of tough, linear, low-
density polyethylene. It securely carries what you 

need when venturing out in your Wolverine.

Viking Heated Seat Cover. The epitome 
of passenger comfort for cold weather 

conditions. Simply plugs into AC outlet. Sold 
individually. 

A-Arm Skid Plates. Provides lightweight, 
durable protection to lower A-Arms. 

Available for both front and rear A-Arms. 
Sold separately.

Hard Cab Door Kit. Designed alongside 
the unit to provide the highest level of 

durability, comfort and function for your 
RMAX.

Sub-Woofer for Wolverine. Adding ground 
pounding bass to your Wolverine this sub-woofer 

is a simple plug and play expansion to the 
accessory audio options available. 

Front Brush Guard for Wolverine X2 or X4. 
A Front Brush Guard offers excellent 

protection from brush and trail obstacles 
while blending perfectly into the style of the 

front end. 

Rear Cargo Box for YXZ1000R. Rear Cargo Box 
with 127L capacity made from tough, linear, low-
density polyethylene. It is water and dust-resistant 
with a lockable lid and many other features. Ideal 

for storing all your essentials.

YXZ Turbo. Designed for the no-limits driver 
who wants to pull more power from their YXZ. 

Increased adrenalin when you hit the gas.

Off-road Apparel is made from high quality 
materials to provide comfort and durability. The 
range consists of matching vest, jersey, pants, 

gloves and hat in both adult and child size.

GENUINE

We’ve created a wide range of 
precision products engineered 
specifically to fit your Yamaha. 
Every accessory and each part 
we design has been done so 
in close conjunction with the 
factory to result in the highest 
level of fit and finish. Rest easy 
in the knowledge that Yamaha’s 
top quality Genuine Parts & 
Accessories are designed to 
complement and enhance your 
SSV.

Shop and order online for 
delivery to your door.

ACCESSORIES ONLINE

Overfender Kits. Overfender kits are available 
for most SSVs. Constructed of a wide, tough and 
durable plastic and are designed to deflect trail 
debris, the overfenders provide a seamless and 

unified body line.

www.shopyamaha.com.au
Visit our website:

Viking Storage Cover. Keep your Viking 
clean and protected. The durable material 

provides full coverage and buckles to 
secure it to the unit.



Ability to finance accessories  
and approved insurances

Flexible loan terms  
available from 2 to 5 years

Fixed interest rate  
and repayments

Simple and  
convenient

Available from your  
local Yamaha Dealer

Contact YMF today 1800 123 100

Yamaha Financial Services is a registered trading name of Yamaha Motor Finance Australia Pty Ltd (‘YMF’) Australian Credit Licence 394553. Finance to approved applicants. Credit criteria, fees, 
charges, terms and conditions apply. 

Cover against Fire 
and Theft 

We will pay up to 50% of the repair 
cost if you have an accident

Cover whilst your SSV is being 
transported

Up to $500 emergency 
towing 

Easy claims process

Contact YMI today for a quote 1300 794 454

Insurance issued by HDI Global Specialty SE, AFSL No. 458776 (HDI) acting through its agent Yamaha Motor Insurance Australia Ply. Ltd AFSL 497198 (YMI). Any information or advice provided is 
of a general nature only and does not take into account your particular objectives, financial situations or needs. Please read the product disclosure statement (PDS) available at www.ymia.com.au 
before you make any decisions regarding this product. Contact your local Yamaha dealer or call 1300 794 454. 

At Yamaha Motor Insurance we know life happens, 
and  we’ve got you covered.

Designed by specialists, and supported by the Yamaha dealer network, 
Yamaha Motor Insurance enables you to benefit from the complete range 
of protection available under the Yamaha umbrella.

OFF-ROAD RIDER INSURANCE

Yamaha Financial Services goal is to help you 
purchase the products you have always wanted to 

Make Your Dream A Reality.

Yamaha Financial Services can help you get your new Yamaha 
powered product sooner with our simple and convenient finance 

process, register your interest below and our Direct Sales team 
will be in touch to run through a quote with you.



BE A 5-STAR RIDER AND STAY SAFE ON YOUR SSV
1) Select the right vehicle

2) Protect yourself

3) Be trained

4) Safe riders and loads

5)  Understand and follow 
manufacturer’s recommendations

•  Always fasten your seat belt, wear a helmet and other protective gear and 
keep all parts of your body inside the SSV.

•  Avoid paved surfaces. SSVs are designed to be operated off-highway.

•  Drive only in designated areas, at a safe speed, and use care when turning 
and crossing slopes.

•  Never drive or ride under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

•  Never drive an SSV unless you’re 16 or older and have a valid driver’s 
licence. SSVs are not toys.

•  Never carry more passengers than the SSV is designed for, and never 
allow a passenger who is too small to sit in a passenger seat to ride in the 
SSV.

•  Read and follow the operator’s manual and warning labels.

• Take a hands-on SSV training course.

Yamaha recommends that all riders take an approved  
SSV driver course. Visit www.yamaha-motor.com.au/ 
ownership/atv-ssv-safety-institute for details.

View SSV free online rider training here:  
www.atvsafety.snaplearn.com.au

Yamaha Motor Australia is a 
founding member of the Australasian 
Off Road Vehicle Association (AORVA) 
- a not for profit association that 
promotes ATV and SSV use and 
works towards a healthy future for 
users.

AORVA aims to improve legislation, 
increase safety awareness and 
foster ATV/SSV community. In doing 
so the organisation highlights places 
to ride/drive, offers newsletter 
updates and there’s currently a free 
ride park entry offer when you buy 
selected Yamaha SSVs.

The best part? Membership is FREE 
until 31 December 2020. Sign up 
now to make the most of your SSV 
ownership, join here: 
 
www.aorva.com.au/membership

Yamaha Motor Australia’s  
ATV/SSV Safety Institute (YASSI)  
is nationally recognised as 
Australia’s leader in ATV and  
SSV training.

YASSI delivers training to the rural, 
industry and commercial ATV and SSV 
markets and promote the safe and 
responsible use of ATVs and SSVs 
distributed down under. Our goal is to 
improve rider safety through practical 
training for the rural, government and 
private industry markets. 

On successful completion of YASSI’s 
rider course, students receive a 
nationally recognised Statement 
of Attainment to cover industry 
WorkSafe requirements.

To become a more skilled ATV rider or 
SSV driver, visit:  
www.yamaha-motor.com.au/
ownership/atv-ssv-safety-institute 

AUSTRALASIAN OFF ROAD VEHICLE ASSOCIATION



SPECIFICATIONS 

Engine 
 

Displacement 

Bore x Stroke 

Compression Ratio

Lubrication System 

Starter System

Transmission 
 
 

Drive System 
 
 

Front Suspension 
 
 

Rear Suspension 
 
 

L x W x H 

Ground clearance

Wet weight 
(full fuel and fluids)

Cargo Limit

Tow Capacity

WOLVERINE RMAX2  
1000 XT-R
Parallel twin, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valve 

999cc

93.0 x 73.5mm

11.2 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar, 
FOX 2.0 QS3 piggyback 
shocks; 360mm travel

Independent double 
wishbone, FOX 2.0 QS3 
piggyback shocks; 430mm 
travel

3030 x 1680 x 1976mm

350mm

851kg 

272kg

907kg

Specifications may change without notice.

Specifications may change without notice.

WOLVERINE RMAX4  
1000 XT-R
Parallel twin, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valve 

999cc

93.0 x 73.5mm

11.2 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar, 
FOX 2.0 QS3 piggyback 
shocks; 360mm travel

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar, 
FOX 2.0 QS3 piggyback 
shocks; 338mm travel

3255 x 1676 x 2110mm

340mm

930kg 

272kg

907kg

WOLVERINE X4 

Parallel-twin, liquid-cooled, 
DOHC 4-valve 

847cc

82.0 x 80.2mm

10.5 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; L, H, N, R 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar; 
221mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway 
bar, self-adjusting shock 
absorbers; 236mm travel

3100 x 1580 x 1973mm

286mm

797kg 

272kg

907kg

WOLVERINE X2 

Parallel-twin, liquid-cooled, 
DOHC 4-valve 

847cc

82.0 x 80.2mm

10.5 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar; 
220mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone with anti-sway bar, 
236mm wheel travel 

2920 x 1580 x 1913mm

293mm

760kg 

272kg

907kg

WOLVERINE X2 XT-R 

Parallel-twin, liquid-cooled, 
DOHC 4-valve 

847cc

82.0 x 80.2mm

10.5 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD 

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar; 
220mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone with anti-sway bar, 
236mm wheel travel 

2920 x 1580 x 1913mm

293mm

773kg 

272kg

907kg

SPECIFICATIONS 

Engine 
 

Displacement 

Bore x Stroke 

Compression Ratio

Lubrication System 

Starter System

Transmission 
 
 

Drive System 
 
 

Front Suspension 
 
 

Rear Suspension 
 
 

L x W x H 

Ground clearance

Wet weight 
(full fuel and fluids)

Cargo Limit

Tow Capacity

UMX 

Low Emission Single 
Cylinder, 60 Incline OHV 

402cc

85.0 x 63.0mm

Splash-style positive oil 
lubrication

Electric

 
 
 

 
 
 

Tru-Trak II™ fully 
independent automotive-
style strut suspension 

Unit swing arm with DUAL 
RATE coil springs over 
hydraulic shock absorbers 

3032 x 1253 x 1824mm

115mm

455.4kg (Dry weight) 

360kg

VIKING III SE 

Single cylinder, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, SOHC 

686cc

102.0 x 84.0mm

10.0 : 1

Wet sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R, P  

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD; 
shaft drive

Independent double 
wishbone;  
205mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone; 205mm travel 
 

3100 x 1625 x 1925mm

300mm

656kg  

272kg

680kg

VIKING III 

Single cylinder, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, SOHC 

686cc

102.0 x 84.0mm

10.0 : 1

Wet sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R, P  

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD; 
shaft drive

Independent double 
wishbone;  
205mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone; 205mm travel 
 

3100 x 1570 x 1925mm

300mm

649kg  

272kg

680kg

VIKING VI 

Single cylinder, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, SOHC 

686cc

102.0 x 84.0mm

10.0 : 1

Wet sump 

Electric

Yamaha Ultramatic® V-belt 
with all-wheel engine 
braking; H, L, N, R, P 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD; 
shaft drive

Independent double 
wishbone w/anti-sway bar; 
205mm travel 

Independent double 
wishbone, 205mm travel 
 

3900 x 1570 x 1945mm

290mm

769kg  

272kg

680kg

YXZ1000R SS SE 

Triple cylinder, liquid-cooled, 
4-stroke, DOHC, 12-valve 

998cc

80.0 x 66.2mm

11.3 : 1

Dry sump 

Electric

Yamaha Sport Shift, paddle 
shift w/auto clutch 5 speed 
sequential w/reverse 

On-Command® 3-way 
locking differential; 2WD, 
4WD, full diff-lock 4WD; 
shaft drive

Independent double 
wishbone with anti-sway bar, 
412mm wheel travel 

Independent double 
wishbone with anti-sway bar, 
432mm wheel travel 

3147 x 1626 x 1751mm

342mm

708kg 

Specifications may change without notice.



Always remember to review your Yamaha Motorcycle Owner’s Manual before you ride. Before each ride, take time to check all your equipment. Always wear an approved helmet, eye protection, long-sleeved shirt, long trousers, gloves and boots. And 
always be sure your bike is in first-class condition before riding. Keep it well-maintained and always outfitted in accordance with state and local laws. Every motorcycle rider should be aware of the limits of his or her skills, experience and abilities and 
ride accordingly. Beginners should be extremely cautious and allow extra time and distance for manoeuvring and braking. All riders should ride well within the limits of their abilities, never beyond them. Always ride in a responsible manner, respecting 
the environment as well as all state and local laws. Ride responsibly, and remember, motorcycle riders, as all motorists, must practice defensive driving. Do not drink and ride. It is illegal and dangerous. Yamaha encourages you to ride safely and respect 
the environment. Specifications and colour options are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislations. Copyright is YMA. Yamaha reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Confirm with your 
dealer before purchase. Specifications and measurements are approximate and subject to variances. Images for display purposes. Professional riders depicted on closed courses. Overseas models shown. Models may feature non-standard items.


